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Wurdurd recently visited
Kamuddjabdi. Elders spoke
to them about how
ancestors lived here and
how to care for the Bim site.
Claudia and the Daluk
Rangers worked with  us. 
 Wurdurd recorded
information and then made
a Bim mural with their
teachers back in the
classroom. 
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Learning on Country



Learning on Country

Collecting Nabiwo

Bim Site Care
Removing seedlings from
the  site helps protect Bim.

Bulany and Bangin showed children where to
find nabiwo. Bot have been busy with  many
trees flowering during Yekke.



Yekke

We had a lovely day eating
manmorlak, and manbuningit and
following animal tracks.

Bangin explained Yekke.  The easterly
wind is blowing. Many trees are flowering
like mandjalen and mandjedj telling us
Kunj is fat.

What animal is that?



We are looking forward to Barradj Camp from
Monday 13th - Saturday 18th July. 
 
Bring warm clothes and blankets.! 
 
Tahnee took Julie and Amber there to show us
where the camp site is.
 
Donal flew us in the helicopter!
 

Barradj Camp



English

Students learnt the reason for
biography writing; to record
someone’s life story. On Mabo day the
3rd of  June, the children learned of
the struggle of Eddie Koiki Mabo who
fought for Land Rights for Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people.

Biography-Life Story

They viewed Cathy Freeman winning
an Olympic medal and found out 
 about her life. Students  used a
template to organise their writing.

Eddie Mabo

Cathy Freeman



Maths

Volume 
Students used balloons to
measure the volume of large and
small balloons.

Capacity- How much water does the
fish tank hold?
Students  counted the number of
jugs  of water to fill the new fish
tank to find its capacity.They went
to the spring to catch prawns and
fish for our aquarium.



COMMUNITY EVENTS AND IMPORTANT DATES

Term 3 Starts Monday 13th July
NA Board Meeting postponed and new date
to be confirmed.
Barradj Camp 13th -18th July

 

Ranger News
Last food plane, a big mob of special mural paint arrived
for a community paint project that will be led by Daluk. It has
arrived just in time for school holidays! Thank you to Colormaker
Industries for supporting this collaboration. 
 The last couple of months, Daluk rangers have been deploying
and collecting cameras for the MAYH project. They have also been
in the helicopter burning.



 






